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FOREWORD

The alleged flight from the public schools (as well as the interpretations put on
the flight -- if there be a flight) is one of the most stirring topics in education
acrzss the land.

Pre tiding the Annual Meeting of the Education Commission of the States (ECS), in
Atlanta, Georgia, July 31-August 2, 1980, ALPS sponsored a special seminar July
31 for legislators to which' all ECS Commissioners were invited. The stimulating
and provocative seminar was structured to simulate a public hearing before the
education committee of the State of "Utopia." Seminar Chairman, Bennett Katz,
Maine State Senator and Senate Majority Leader, allowed his distinguished
colleagues on the committee (Representative Jim Chrest, Oregon; Representative
Robert Davis, Tennessee; Senator Anne Lindeman, Arizona; and Assemblyman
Leonard Stavisky, New York) to question "witnesses" about important and sensitive
issues relating to public and nonpublic education. The witnesses offering testi-
mony Were distinguishec and knowledgeable: Dr. William Hazard of Northwestern
University; Dr. Anne Campbell, Nebraska Commissioner of Education; and Robert
Baldwin, Executive Director of the Citizens for Educational Freedom, Washington,
D. C.

The following Reportorial Memorandum by Bice Clemow, a veteran newspaper and
television personality, reports cogently the informative and provocative session.

Out of the program and the questions emerged divergent views concerning the present
state of public and nonpublic schools. Dynamic issues that were examined included
the controversy of public apathy and despair/ returning public confidence in educa-
tion, and philosophical differences between fundamentalist educators and public
school educators. Also discussed were the increase in Christian schools, issues
Of assurance of quality, the demands placed on public schools, choices provided by
zublic schools, the primacy of urban education as the dominant domestic problem.
Other comments concerned local school boards' control, parental prerogative in
determining the nature of education for one's children and the double standard of
discipline in public and private schools.

Despite the at times controversial points-of-view that were presented during the
hearing taking place in the mythical state of an ideal educational environment, the
exchange of ideas created an exciting forum "for everyone participating in and
attending the seminar. The spirit of the seminar, reflecting the basic desire of
all concerned to achieve the best possible public or nonpublic education, was
expressed by one of the presenters who commended to legislators an open mind to all
means of serving the unserved educational needs.

NCSL and ECS, cosponsors of the seminar, in cooperation with NEBHE, SREB and WICHE,
are grateful to the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Ford Foundation and the
Frost Foundation for their support of the ALPS activities.

Any comments or questions about the attached are more than welcome.

ii

Louis Rabineau
Director

Advanced Leadership Program Services
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SEMINAR PROGRAM

Presenters:

Robert Baldwin, Execuzjve Director, Citizens for Educational Freedom.

Washington, D.C.
Anne Campbell, Commissioner of Education, Nebraska
William Hazard, Professor of Education, Northwestern University, EvE-ston,

Illinois; paper presented, "The Flight from the Public Schools- -Fly:h or

Reality?"*

(hock) Legislative Committee:

Chairman:
The Honorable Bennett Katz, State Senator and Senate Majority Leader,

Maine

Members:
The Honorable James Chrest, State Representative, Oregon
The Honorable Robert Davis, State Representative, Tennessee
The Honorable Anne Lindeman, State Senator, Arizona
The Honorable Leonard Stavisky, State Assemblyman, New York

*Copies are available from: Dr. Louis Rabineau, Director, Advanced Leadership
Program Services (ALPS), Education Commission of the States, 1860 Lincoln Street,
Suite 300, Denver, Colorado 80295.
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BY BICE CLEMOV

._EGISLATORS, THE FLIGHT FROM THI F=_IC SCHOC',.S,

'
;!7 ADVANCED LEADERSHIP PROGRAM SERVIII: (ALPV

t y !t.a, Georgia, July 31, 1980

Apathy anc _,:tsclair v. E:::.-1,-ri:C7-znfidence in PubL: Education

State Senatc,r Bennatt Ka tt all made him a little bit nervals a 77e.

sagacious -,--1:13rity .kIde- 71 ;he Maine senate was not the only ctile. Ttnidestern

University p-ofessor )f _c_ .lion, William Hazard, had just laid ;t the line to

a crowded ro:Tful (1' ;tat: makers and educational leaders at an AL 3 sEminar

Preceding annu0 rnee-mz of the Education Commission of the StEzz_z: in Atlanta,

Georgia. P1E:zent arr.' fi. --s enrollment figures at both public ant, Espectally,

nonpublic s=ools le Issaxily "squishy," Hazard admitted, butt:ley are solid

enough for r-m tc a -qua "if this growing apathy and despairFal-_-out public

schooling grows a% natures le obviously should expect further evelnsion in non-

public schooling."

A hint of ra:muttal to his premise'came the same day in Ne.v York and was

referred to b?3, seve-al spe-,,,ars. The Times, reporting on a Gallup poll, said that

"confidence lotion's public schools, which was badly shaken in the 1970's,

may no be s ipping. For the first time in at least sevEl years the propor-
tion of as why chink tie public schools are doing a better than average job has

increased-." Ac:-rding :c the nationwide survey, 35 percent crt." adults gave the

public scricis as 'A" or "', 47 percent a "C" and 18 percent "D" or "F". "The

poll iodta-_-,d tkn in comparison with other institutions . . most adults still

hold the ,:az-ic schools in relatively high regard. Only the chL-ch ranked higher."

Enrollmer.t -oectar.ions for Public and Nonpublic Schools

Professor4orard's remarks did not relieve the troubling ambigctty of the title of
his paper. 7. 11--he 'light from the Public Schools--Myth or Reality?" Indeed he did

not forecEr =or the 80's any significant change in the nine-tc-one ratio between
public anc -,pubTic enrollment, though he spoke of impressive :-.-7ifts within the
religiousi:-- oted schools--down for the Catholic elementary scm:ols and up for the
fundamentalis Protestant institutions. Other speakers saw in tha: trend the
promise of prt-::sure from a new quarter for funding of nonpublic s'..nools on the one
hand and the ?.-voidance of state control over nonpublic schoolingc= the other.

There is, c' cc.--se, a worldwide and continued lowering of ferti.Nty. Currently in

some U. S. .,-tate live births are below the population replacement rate. By 1980
the post-World W' II bulge of babies had moved through the schools. As school-age
populations shrtak, the effects vary radically among states and wt.-thin states, but,
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overall, Professor Hazard's public .7.phool data indicate a national 9 percent i717.oll-

ment drop between 1974 anc 1980. decline was 11 percent in grades K-8

6.5 percent in grades By 19:;--..:61ic school esmerAary totals are pre i:ted

to be back to the 1974 evel of 33 m."--ion, but the gh school slide will c.:--._inue

from the present 14,77 _200 to 11,E7-. .700 in 1990.

The professor's nonm±.-Tc school erT-i-nient figures, .nfortunately for maki77.

comparisons, err witt- ThE-: ir.icate a 17 pecent drop in nonpubli.

enrollment dur:.-7 th, 7.2riod of 19E cc 777. Catholic school enrollments -,s.ra

down 37 percent pas fundamentEris7t:hurch schoci enrollment went up

times to 419,0C' ..:ME7 sources inctf.ta-;-rithat Catholic school enrollments riav .

tended to stab' -imc.e 1977, anc .mosp:-77stablished secular private schools,

particularly a7 7acondary level, r-:vETiot had and do not expect significant

enrollment exp-: Their increasec a:-.Plications have allowed a raising of.

academic admix z- stndards. Profe.s-;rr Hazard cautioned against focusing unduly

on race in put '. s fts, but noted th.:,t enrollment in segregationist academies

obviously accc=s some part for an 11-year increase (1966-77) in nonchurch-
related prival_ sc: enrollment of 7.1.5 percent--from 341,000 to 772,000.

Increase in C ist- 3chools

In response t- :Tofszsor Hazard's f.'s 13, Robert Baldwin, executive director of

the fundament .st Citizens for EducE ,nal Freedom, Washington, D.C., claimed

that Christia ,
schools have been sta-. ng at the rate of three per day for the

last three yep and now total 8,000 At the present average of 175 pupils the
Christian scf..: is wc.%ld, by Baldwin':._ a-stimates, this fail be pushing 1,500,000

enrollment, E tatiszic that would r,cduce the public-nonpublic ratio to 8-to-1.
Baldwin conf-:-=4.,atly claimed that if-7:a present rate of parents "fleeing the

public schoo--: persisted to 1990 thif, Christian schools will outnumber the public

schools.

Issue of Control of Education

Whatever the exact current figures, Professor Hazard says the trend will certainly
stimulate "conflict and hassle" over who controls and who should control education.
The issue of educating pupils at home and at churchrun academies began arriving at
the state courts during the 1970s. All states compel school attendance, but leave
options to parents for using nonpublic schools or home instruction under a variety
of requirements for equivalency of programs and selection of teachers. Professor
Hazard noted that loss of public school pupils to nonpublic schools has "triggered
sharp conflicts." From his study of mostly lower court decisions, the professor
concluded that the use of such state statutory terms as "equivalent," "substantially
equivalent," "competent," and "sufficient" provide "an ample frame of ambiguity on
which to hang a myriad of challenges by parents and state authorities."

Difficulty of State Challenge

Hazard's impressions, summed up, are that states will have a tough time showing a
compelling social interest in the education of children in public schools. Without
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such a showing it will be constitutionally improbable to chal--ange successfully

parents' rights to home or alternative nonpublic school educa-.7=on for their children.
Hazard cited the Ohio Supreme Court decision in which the bas-: theory seemed to be
"if parents truly believed in their religious concerns they h every right to send

their children to these Christian tabernacles whether or not =ley had state approval."
Typically the fundamentalist academy resists state supervisior cr4er curriculum,

discipline or teacher selection.

Interest of Fundamentalist Schools in Public Funds

But Baldwin, who was bitterly critical of states that bring C7E' les of criminal
child neglect against parents who seek alternative schooling, 7.3.de it clear the
fundamentalist schools would like public money. "In the next =Tve or ten years," he
told the legislators, "if the public establishment continues 't: onslaught on
nonpublic education by controls (and) by choking off nonpubli7.-, education by lack
of funding, there will be a dramatic decline in the number o= nonpublic schools."

"Aren't you skirting around the voucher?" asked Arizona lawmaker Anne Lindeman.
"Parents I talk to are not simply concerned about religious =anent but that their
children learn right from wrong with some discipline -- education in what they see
as the basics rather than the diluted program they see in tra public schools."
Baldwin obliquely spoke for vouchers, saying parents "would like to have the
choice to live where you want and educate your children at tne school you want in
and around your general area."

Baldwin also seconded much of what Professor Hazard had to say. Although; Baldwin
insisted that parents who are "fleeing the public schools" lave more basic
academic concerns than public school teaching about evolution and sex, he
characterized the fundamentalists as social separatists and described the people
who are starting Christian schools as "Amish" in secular clothing. "They are that
separated."

Philosophical Differences between Fundamentalist Educators and Public Schou]
Educators

Both Hazard and Baldwin referred to a recent Phi Delta Kappan article which comes
to the missionary heart of the matter:

The fundamentalist educators perceive a fundamental philosophical difference
between themselves and leader.: of public education. Like 17th century
Puritans they believe in the innate depravity of man. Because they believe
that the corrupt nature of humans can be changed only through a supernatural'
infusion of divine grace, religious conver! ion becomes the basis of all
education. Furthermore, since human nature' is utterly depraved, children
require strict supervision and authoritarian guidance if they are not to be
overcome by the evil of Satan and their own nature.

ALP S
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Fundamentalists seE a c education by contrast as proceeding on John

Dewey's conviction 77 -the human being is basically good; that students

will naturally see! _ -lighest and best if left to themselves and that the

adversary therefore Satan or an evil nature but poverty, ignorance

and prejudice.

Assurance of Quality

Baldwin's challenge to Etate controls was to find "a less restrictive way to assure

quality." He asked, "La: :here any statistical information that proves 180 days
of schooling is better 7.-jlan 245, or 195? Is there any data that says a library

must have 50,000 volume;? Is there any way of proving that every certified teacher
provides a better education than the noncertified?" In his view certification

"means nothina." In marry school districts, he charged, a third of the certified
teachers cannot pass a 10th grade competency exam. "Who can stand here and tell

me that a dedicated gal with two years of college experience and, perhaps, con-

cerned loving, cannot tzach a three-, four- or five-year-old child?"

In a way, Nebraska Comissioner of Education Anne Campbell stood there and told
him--in more mellow te7ms. "I reject the myth of flight," said she, and likened
wholesale criticism to the remark of a golfer to his partner who had just holed-
in-one: "Nice shot, bit your form is all wrong." By and large, the commissioner
finds, "parents are very well satisfied with their own school. It is that other
school where all of those terrible things take place."

Demands on Public Schools

Commissioner Campbell acknowledged the sins of omission and commission as the
schools have been asked to do what she thinks is too much. She quoted her
California counterpart, Wilson Riles: "The schools are being asked to do what
people used to ask God to do." Stressing diversity of the public school assign-
ment, she said that "some arrangement must guarantee health standards, infant and
child care and nutritious foods, safety and recreation, good athletes, Nobel
scientists and, oh yes, reading, writing, arithmetic, economics, history, science,
art and music . . ." To fulfill such diverse assignments, she went on, "Local
school boards, state departments of education, legislators and governors often
took the line of least resistance in response to perceived political climates."

Campbell added that "obviously our public schools cannot do it all, but when push
comes to shove, parents of the large (social) community cannot reach a consensus
and educators have difficulty as they wrestle with their specialties--and there-
fore necessities--in the school program." She conceded that prestigious educators
have come up with as many ill-conceived as well-conceived ideas to improve learning.
"The 'actors related to human chemistry still defy classification." As parents
become a minority, she forecast, "what happens in the public school will be
decided by external forces."

ALP S
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Lack of Societal Change

In that regard Campbell was concerned that at the time public schools moved to

provide equal opportunities in education, "equal housing and job opportunities

were noticeably absent and a concurrent societal change failed to materialize.

A Balkanization is occurring around socio-economic, ethnic and religious lines

which tends to negate the community concern and ultimately erode the notion of

the general welfare of the nation." She sensed that both religious and social

consciences have been tweaked "and the resulting turmoil has bred conflict."

The commissioner stated:

The current effort to exaggerate the so-called flight from the public suhool

repeats in a cyclical way historical economic and security-related downturns.

Inflation, book burnings, religious fervor, ethnic resurgence, violence and

fear are reproduced and we should perhaps not be shocked by the repercussions

that impact government and public institutions. Granted the sophistication

of reactions to real and imagined events has heightened the anxiety--and the

over-reaction on the part of legislators in many cases to do something now- -
one of those "do something nows" is to offer as a choice, at public expense,

pluralistic and diverse systems of schooling at the elementary and secondary
level in competition with an existing system.

Campbell's advice to legislators was:

Stop diminishing the mountain and size up the mole-hill. . .Public schools

are offering choices to parents. They are transmitting a common language
with quarrels only as to how it should be accomplished--a national heritage,
a common set of values, a knowledge that is appropriate for necessary
political functioning with heterogeneous student population. Public

schools are offering a choice, a diversity of experiences and exposures to
differing viewpoints. As a majority of us grew up we were indoctrinated
by our parents, by their values and religious beliefs. But as our parents
differed and strayed from the indoctrination of their parents so have we
and so will a majority of our children and their children who follow us.
There will always be a tug of war between preservation and progress. There

may be people who don't want things to get better. . .The reality is that
there is a cleansing, painful to be sure, that will strengthen the
universal system of education.

Examination of an "Utopian" Education

The Atlanta seminar took the form of a simulated public hearing before the educa-
tion committee of the state that Senator Katz called "Utopia" and he offered com-
mittee members a chance to question the "witnesses." New York's persuasive
assemblyman, Leonard Stavisky, was curious how legislators, brooking no state
interference with professing and practicing one's faith, could assure in the

ALP S
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burgeoning nonpublic academies "regular attendance, adequate hours of instruction,
the quality of classroom and laboratory experience, the adequacy of the school
library and the professional criteria of teachers who are certified."

Professor Hazard suggested the answer lies in a mixture of philosophy, traditional
notions of parental love, care and custody, and the legal role of the state. He
reminded participants that education was once all nonpublic. The public system is
the interloper, he said. Public control came in, grew strong and now is
"ungrowing a bit." In that change parental control is more and more an unsettled
matter. While, he added, "there is nothing sacred about parents' responsibility
to educate their children . . . I can't believe that many parents are evilly
intended when they send their kids to a nonpublic school. I can certainly
quarrel with some of their choices (that are) not always for the best interests
of the child, but for the preference of the parent. If it comes down to a phoney
education preference which masks my own stupidity, my own parental biases that I
want inculcated in my children, I'm not so sure that the public at large should
stand still and let me do that . . . Heavens yes, we need state regulation (but)
we need to fire with rifles rather than artillery . . ."

Urban Education

Peppery Bob Davis of the Tennessee House, who is "not sure busing has worked,"
ventured that urban education is the "number one domestic problem." He questioned
whether we "solve it with money" or with a different approach, including a dif-
ferent method for assigning principals and teachers. Too many of them, in his
experience, want to flee to the suburban schools. In response, Campbell pointed
out that zero-based taxing and budgeting strategies in many states mean de facto
reallocation of money, and she spoke approvingly of Nebraska's weighting of
"disadvantagement" in arriving at formulas for urban school funding. She
questioned whether federal Title I money might not have been more usefully applied
to getting the normal classr,vom enrollment for the disadvantaged down to a 15-1
pupil-teacher ratio, "rather than pulling youngsters out of the classroom" for
remedial instruction.

Non parental Control

When dairyman Jim Cooper, ch ,irman of the Arizona House committee on education,
asked why parents could not be more involved in what Senator Katz called a "commit-
ment for partnership" in their child's education, Baldwin answered that parents
are prevented by a "concentration of the education process away from the parents"
through control by city, state and federal governments. "Some superintendents,"
he charged, "feel they know what is best for children no matter what parents
think." Local boards, he added, must contend with teacher association demands
and state "dictatorial powers."

ALP S
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Parental Prerogative

Cooper's questions about more shared time for religious instruction brought an
observation from Hazard that he was not aware of any legal problems about released
time or dual registration. But they have not grown and he speculates it might be
parental indifference or public educators' resistance. However, he scorned "an
overwhelming tendency to overstate difAatorial powers of the state" and called it a

"red herring, a straw person." Hazard emphasized, "If I want to exercise my
parental prerogative to keep my child home and educate him in my .otion of what I
want t'e world to be, I have every right, if I wish, I suppose, to raise my child
as a rel -neck, a little Nazi or as a deeply committed humanist. I think we are
unnecessarily flapping around accusing the state of all kinds of sins it hasn't
committed." Parents, he supposed, "will try everything and come back to the public
schools." He added in response to another question that there has been no conclu-
sive research whether unionization, which was supposed to improve public education,
has done just that_ He concluded that strikes and other union concerns "can't
help but detract from a teacher's time on task." Time on task is often a deter-
minant variable in a teacher's effectiveness.

Double Standard of Discipline in Public and Private Schools

Since school discipline had come up many times during the seminar, Nebraska ECS
Commissioner Ross Rasmussen raised a question why "we have a double set of laws
for discipline in the public and nonpublic schools." Public school staff people
often complain their hands are tied by growing civil rights legislation. But
Campbell's rebuttal was that in 95 percent of the cases "discipline can be taken
care of in the public schools" by teachers who have expectations of good student
conduct and who know how to organize and know what they are teaching. The idea of
a double standard "may be a myth" she said and Baldwin concurred. But Campbell
insisted that "in many cases when a student gets out of bounds in a nonpublic
school he will show up the next day in public school."

Clustering

Rafael R. Garcia, administrative aide for cultural affairs to the governor of
Puerto Rico, volunteered that Campbell's "Balkanization" remarks had worried him.
They "tend to negate the positiveness of the American cultural variance" that
he thinks we can and should accept, the working together while having mutual
respect. Spanish, in his view for instance, has become the second American
language. Campbell replied that she would like all children to know two languages,
but she cited early American ethnic clustering as a "barrier" to national progress.
A common language for the general welfare is an important factor in schooling, she
feels, and it is the duty of the home, rather than the school, to preserve the
native language.

ALP S
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Need for an Open Mind

Finally, to return to Hazard's low-key observations of enrollment trends, his
"so what?" message about nonpublic competition with the public schools commended
to legislators an open mind. He mused:

It seems hardly likely that these (nonpublic) enrollments will pose any
serious threat is the vitality of the public school system. . . I don't
think the world is ending because parents are choosing some rather different
approaches to educating their kids. One can find evidence that parent
alienation from local public schools is not altogether arbitrary and
capricious. There are some aspects of public school management in operation
that encourage pupils and parents to look to alternative means. For whatever
reasons,the climate in many public schools is not conducive to personal
growth in learning for a great number of pupils. In too many school
districts, particularly in urban centers, our schools are little more than
academic slums and our best efforts to educate children are frustrated by
massive indifference and inertia. . . The expansion (in nonpublic enrollments),
taken in perspective, likely is far healthier for us than the national move-
ment toward monolithic school organizations and deadly uniformity in school
curriculum and schooling procedures . . . It seems clear to me that our public
schools cannot, and probably should not, try to stem whatever tide is pulling
our children out and into the nonpublic schools. It may well be that our
public schools will serve a much smaller clientele (both in scope of mission
and in numbers) than in the recent past.

Deliberately or by default, the scope and sweep of public education will
contract to more nearly conform to its productive capacities. If the non-
public schools, including the Christian academies, can serve heretofore
unserved educational needs, our best response may be to encourage, promote
and facilitate their efforts.

ALP S
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ECS

Tha Education Commission
of the States is a nonprofit
organization formed by
Interstate compact in 1988.
Forty-seven states,
American Samoa, Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands
are members. The goal of
the commission is to further
a working relationship
among governors, state
legislators and educators
for the improvement of
education. Its offices are
located at:

Denver Office
1880 Uncoln Street
Suite 300
Denver, Colorado 80295
(303) 830.31300

NCSL

The National Conference of
State Legislatures is made
up of legislators from the 50
states and is concerned
with all aspects of legisla-
tive activity and policy
development. Its offices are
located at:

Coma Office
1125 17th Street
Suite 1500
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303)823.6600

Washington Office
444 North Capitol Street, N.W.
2nd Floor
Washington, O.C. 20001
(202)624.5400


